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Abstract
The ne、、 integral apeared in our generalization of Hilbert transform is naturaHy and
explicitly founded from the syHlrnetric consideration of complex number system. In this course
都/e obtained both parallel and antipara■e  integrals fo■o、】、アing PARITY reasoning in quantum
mechanics(the start of elementary quantum mathematics)
The concept of the imaginary unit in information processing of formula manipulation by
personalcomputer such as REDUCE and W【ATHEふlIATICA wili be very helpful for every person
to just catch this signiFicant discOvery
The new branch of natural science,EXPERIMENTALふ/1ATHEMATICS,not as the
artincial science starts from nO郡ァon、アith friendly relation to infOrmation processing
Key wordsi Symmetry ofimaginary unit,Regularization of integrals,Generahzation of Hllbert
transform,Para■el integral,Experirnental lnathematics
1. INTRODUCTION
In our recent paper we have considered a generalization (GHT)of r【ildbert transform
(HT).ヽVe have shown that using the new symbolfor our new type of complex integrals GHT
can be expressed in the sirnilar form as the usual HT.
The perpous of the present paper is to sho、二、‐that the above integral is naturaHy and easily
considered as the consequence of the symmetry of the imaginary unit in complex numbers,
2. THE SYMMETRY OF IMAGINARY UNIT
Usually the imaginary unit ゲ==v「三=l haS been considered to be able to diline as one of t、ユ、アo
solutions of the eq,
χ2+1=0
“′「 he agreement of radical sign"does not apply in complex case.  The concept of``sman(or
large)''does nOt exist.  The single“ゲ"cannot be derined by the eq  Both“土ゲ"Can only be
defined 十ゲand一ゲare degenerate and the eq.has the syinmetry with respect to(wr.t)the
interchange of them.  In this connection the concept of PARIT｀F of、】、アave functions in elemen‐
tary quanturn lnechanics is useful.
Let /(χ,)l)三三/(2)be an analytic function Of 々三=χ十 か .  Then We have, in the analytic
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regions,the eq
(拳+拳)胞力=0
、vhich is symmetric、v.r.  the interchange +ゲ⇔ ―ゲ.  ヽlr clasify the solutions of this equation
into the sy■llnetric one and the antisy■llnetric one w.r t the interchange +ゲ⇔ 一ゲ  Thus for
any solution/(々) Vヽe have the eq.
/(ぇ)=y(z)+7(2)
where
y(2)={/(z)+/(π)}/2
7(z)=(/修)―/(π)}/2
π=χ―ル
3. SYMMETRIC INTEGRAL&ANTISYMMETRIC INTEGRAL
THE EXTENTION OF REAL INTEGRAL
Thus、ve have read to the real symmetric and antisymmetric integrals,
∫y(χ,0た肪=hm∫ゾ(D滋=httαrた{/(D+/(π)ン滋/2 (α≦b)
ぢγ骸,①蕨=!吼αrμ骸光滋=!鞘αrた1/1動―只動カカ/2(α≦め
The former、vill be caned as Paranel lntegral(PI)and the latter、vill be done as Antiparanel
lntegral(AI)  These are the generalization of 覇〆ell known classical Riemann integral for
continuous functions in closed intervals. ヽヽre do not adopt the usual imprOper integral here.
The airn Of these difinitions is tO give a more powerful and more exphcit fundamental rnethod
for applied mathematical sciences than the too abstract hyperfunction theory fronl the actual
place.  Here it is to be nOted that Lippman―Sch、vinger formula,、vhich、v s the basis of the idea
of the hyperfunction theory as Sato、パ〆ro e lse、パ〆here,is not assumed in Our present case.  The
inclusion relation can be represented as
?
?
?
?
平 力づ(χ)
∩
∫/(χ)励σ=丁ゾ(χ,0)滋+∫γ(χ,0)カ
The symmbol of Our integral in our previous paper is nO覇〆understood imply as
う        う
発ズχ)滋=丁(αg(D)(χ,0と′χ
=号掟吼(:I:十:]:)熱⊃凌
Here it is to be noted that our complex paths in the integration generally do not form a c10sed
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path even if considering t、】、O paths silnaltanously  This is the essential point for that apphca―
tions of our theory are easy to calculate and are so explicit that the information processing of
our formula■lanipulation is the suitable example for EXPERIWIENTAL Ⅲ笙ATHEふ′IATICS
(this terminology apeared arst,as one compared with EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS,in the
scientinc society in the abstract of our lecture in 1993 at Bulgaria as far as Mre know,though
one year later we hear the same、■'ord sometimes withOut particular explicit content of research
other than pure educational purpose): There、、‐e覇〆in se extensively a palrntop computer for
DERIVE and a workstation for REDUCE andよ/1APLE etc Our next papers will be devoted
to the reports of such our trial and errorin EXPERIMENTAL MATHEMATICS.These wiH
in turn possively cause mathematics to be one of branches of natural science not to be that of
artilicial one,as in an old happy days.
Our symbOl for integral like“/''shOuld not be confused with the same symbol for a certain
integral in fuzzy theory.  These symbols have been introduced by direrent persons indepen‐
dently for completely different lneanings.
4. CONCLUSION AND OBSERVATION
ヽヽre have carefully analyzed the usual fuzzy introduction of the imaginary unit of complex
number system and have reached the hidden symmetry of the unit in the system.  Once we
notice this symmetry then it is easy to introduce the new dennition of real integrals using
complex integral along the strait lines,foHoMring the theory of PARITY in quantum mechanics.
Then our result di∬ers a little frona the hyperfunction theory.  The main direrence is that our
theory is more silnple and is more exphcit than abstract hyperfunction theory so that the
explcit calculation folloⅥ〆ing our theory、vill be able even by persOnal computers today,、vhich
gives human being freedona frorn tiduos rnany days of straightforward but lengthy calculation.
The importance of the idea of ne、v theories should be pointed out here.
The essential point of our present theory is the introduction of non―closed complex paths
in complex plane  Vヽe point out here that the introduction of infinite point(Riemann sphere,
or manifold)Ⅵ〆iH be the next problem and that of many valued complex function、vill do the
future one
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